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RELEVANT PAGES that we upload 
content on

direct link to homepage

Posts :„INSPIRATION“ on webpage
Solutions: „SOLUTIONS“ on webpage
Roles: „YOUR ROLE“ on webpage
Team: „ABOUT“on webpage
Partner : „ABOUT“ on webpage
Media = all uploaded files/pictures
Pages = all websitepages

HOMEPAGE – DASHBOARD

This is the entry page to the website editing system. It gives you an overview over recent activities and all pages 
you can access.
The pages in the red box are the ones that we edit. 
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POSTS
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Featured in these categories

click heading to make changes 

click to add new article

POSTS - Dashboard

Here you can upload articles and news which will later be on the site “NEWS” on the website. Click “ADD NEW” to add a 
new one. Never forget to select the right language and check which categories your article will be featured in.  
To make changes of existing articles, click their titles.     
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POSTS - Reorder

If you want to rearrange the order in which the articles are featured on the website, click Re-Order and give them 
a new order by dragging them up and down. 
Don’t forget to click UPDATE on the bottom of the page!
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option to change link to 
article 

select your language or 
add translations

UPDATE! to share post 
and save changes

link to the post on the 
website

POSTS – Editing/ Writing a Post

Put the header in the small box as in the example. Put the main text into the big textbox. 
A link will be suggested, click edit if you’d like to change it. 
Select the language your article is written in. To add this article in another language, click the cross beneath “TRANSLATIONS”.
Don’t click “UPDATE” to save your changes or publish your post!  
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POSTS – Formats and Fonts

Formats and Fonts are very important for the Cooperate Identity of our homepage. 


Editing framework  Website

1 You do not have to worry about the heading, the format is fixed.
2. The introductional paragraph is red and italic. Select the paragraph as you would do normally and choose
“.intro” for “FORMATS” and “paragraph” for “PARAGRAPH”.
3. Select the rest of the text and untick „.intro“ for „FORMATS“ so that none of the three styles shows a lightgrey mark. Leave the 
setting „paragraph“ for „PARAGRAPH“. Write headings in the text or interview questions BOLD „B“. 
4. To insert a link into a text phrase, mark the phrase and click the button in the red box.


1
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POSTS – Options Sidebar

The following are the most important features and options you can you use on the right sidebar. 


You have options regarding the 
status of your post (published, 
pending review, draft) and you can 
also make visibility settings. 

Tick every category that 
your article fits into.
See next page.   9	



POSTS – Categories
This serves as example for the role of categories. 
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POSTS – Options on bottom toolbar

The EXERPT and the FEATURED IMAGE make up the teaser for the article on the NEWS site. 

The MULTISITE CONTENT COPIER is for sharing the article on the different country websites. Usually 
articles will only be for your own country (language, relevance etc.). 
If you want to share the article, choose a specific country or click “All sites”. You can choose more 
options for the sharing of pictures, comments etc. on all sites. 
SEE PAGE 52 for more information on the Multisite Content Copier. 


Teaser on NEWS site
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POSTS – Pictures

To add pictures to your article, click ADD MEDIA on the tool bar. Upload or select a picture.


Double click the image.
The grey box will appear. 
You can quick format the 
Layout of your image.

Click the EDIT button (PEN)
to insert a caption and 
make more changes. 
(See next page).
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POSTS – Pictures

Here you can change your image details. You can enter a caption, an alternative text and change 
size or alignment. 
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Summary
HOW TO CREATE A NEW POST

1.  Click ADD NEW 
 
Add Content 
2.     Type in the HEADING 
3.     Write all content into the main pad.  
4.     Type in a catchy short summary in EXERPT that will show up as teaser on the NEWS page.  

Fonts 
5.     Select the introduction and select .INTRO for FORMATS and PARAGRAPH for PARAGRAPH. 
6.    Select the main body and make sure there is no formatting for FORMATS and PARAGRAPH for PARAGRAPH. 

Options 
7.     Choose the LANGUAGE and add translations if you’d like to. 
8.     Choose the right CATEGORIES. 
9.     Upload the FEATURED PICTURE that will be showing up on the NEWS site in the teaser.  

Pictures 
10.   Click ADD MEDIA to add pictures to the article.  
11.   Copy them to your article. 
12.   Double click the picture and choose EDIT to insert a caption or format the picture. Click PUBLISH 

13.   Click UPDATE. 
 
Done!  
 
Changes can be made any time. Never forget to click UPDATE to save changes.  
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SOLUTIONS
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SOLUTIONS - Dashboard

This is an overview of all the fellows published. Right now, it is 75. 
To add a new fellow, click ADD NEW. To edit the profile of a fellow, click their names. 
Always check the AREA the fellow is featured in. If there is no area, the profile will not show on the webpage! 



Add a new solutions profile

Check whether an 
area is linked.

Click solution names to edit 
profiles.

Search for 
solutions
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SOLUTIONS – Edit Content

This is the editing format of the solutions page. Type in the solution name in the first box. 
Same as in news: Right below, you can edit the short link on “EDIT”. Select the topic on the right. Upload a 
hero Pic for the solution. 
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SOLUTIONS – Edit Content


Introduction: Summarize the solution.

Put in the content of the solutions following the 
headings: Solution, Impact, Goals, Needs, Scaling model
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SOLUTIONS – Edit Tags

•  Every solution profile features a tag line beneath the hero picture. Please make sure to use standarized 

tags. We introduced an open tag system so that we can identify the best categories. 
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Summary
HOW TO CREATE A NEW SOLUTION PROFILE 

Click ADD NEW 
 
Add Content 
1.  Put in the NAME and CONTENT according to the HEADINGS 
2.  CONTACT: Only name the ORGANIZATION and LINK THE WEBSITE 
3.  Upload a Hero pic 
4.  Fill in the tags 

Side Toolbar 
5.  Choose the right AREA 
6.  Upload a PROFILE PICTURE 
7.  Click PUBLISH 

Done!  
 
Changes can be made any time. Never forget to click UPLOAD to save changes.  
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TEAM
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TEAM – Dashboard

Here we create to profiles of our Ashoka staff. 
Click ADD NEW to create a new one or click the name of a teammember to edit their profile. 

You can re-order the order of partners by clicking on RE-ORDER on the left side and drag-and-drop their 
profiles into a new order.  
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TEAM – Create / Edit Team Profile

Type in the Name in the first box and a short biography into the second one.
Do not worry about the fonts, don‘t make any changes.
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TEAM – Create / Edit Team Profile

We feature an inspirational QUOTE on every profile that the team member can choose (own quote or by someone else).
Don‘t forget to type in the author if it‘s not their own.
Name the FUNKTION, EMAIL and PHONE. 
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Summary
HOW TO CREATE A NEW TEAM PROFILE 

1     Click ADD NEW 
 
Add Content 
2.    Enter the NAME  
3.  Enter a SHORT BIOGRAPHY  
4.    Enter a quote and it’s author if there is one 
5.  Enter FUNCTION, MAIL and PHONE.  
6.  Upload a FEATURED PICTURE.  

7.  Select the LANGUAGE the profile is written in.  
10.  Click PUBLISH. 

To have this Profile on all CEE-Websites: 
 
11.  Create this Profile in English. 
12. Save with Language setting on ENGLISH. 
13.  Select ALL SITES or specific country site on the MULTICONTENT COPIER and click COPY. 

Done!  
 
Changes can be made any time. Never forget to click PUBLISH to save changes.  
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PARTNER
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PARTNER – Dashboard

We introduce all of our partners on our website as well.
To upload a Partner, whether it is an ASN member or a Senior Pro Bono Advisor, 
create a profile here by clicking ADD NEW. 

You can re-order the order of partners by clicking on RE-ORDER on the left side and drag-and-drop their 
profiles into a new order.  
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PARTNER – Edit 

Enter a very short
BIOGRAPHY. It has to 
be short enough to fit 
into the small square 
on the site. 

Enter the FUNCTION 
and upload a PICTURE. 

Select the LANGUAGE 
the profile is written 
in.

If the partner is 
relevant to all of CEE,
Create the profile in 
English, click UPDATE 
And use the Multisite
Content Copier to copy
it to all relevant 
country-websites. 28	



PARTNER – Pages

As you can see on the PARTNER introduction page (3 pages before), there are two different categories for 
partners: ASN and Pro Bono. 
To choose the right category, go to PAGES in the left sidebar. All sites will be double, one in your own 
language and one in English. Click on PARTNER (first for your language).
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PARTNER – Pages
Scroll down to the “Ashoka Support Network” pad. By simply clicking on the partners Name, it will appear on the right side and be added 
to the ASN category. 
Scroll further down to the “Senior Pro Bono Advisor” pad. Click on the Names to add them to this category. To remove names, click the 
black small circle on the right.

Click to ADD

Click to REMOVE
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Summary
HOW TO CREATE A NEW PARTNER PROFILE 

1     Click ADD NEW 
 
Add Content 
2.    Enter the NAME  
3.  Enter a SHORT BIOGRAPHY  
4.    Enter FUNCTION. 
5.  Upload a FEATURED PICTURE.  
 
Select a category  
6.  Go to PAGES 
7.  Click on PARTNER. 
8.  Scroll down to either ASN or SENIOR PRO BONO and add the partner to the category by clicking on their name.  
 
Done!  
 
Changes can be made any time. Never forget to click UPLOAD to save changes.  
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MEDIA
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MEDIA – Dashboard

This is the library for all files (pictures, PDFs etc.) that have been uploaded on the homepage (for News, 
Fellows, Team, Partners etc.). 
You have the option to search for files by their name, author (click on the author), page they have been 
uploaded to or date. You can also upload new ones.
NOTE: You do not HAVE to upload files here. You can also upload them directly whenever you edit profiles etc.
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PAGES
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PAGES – Dashboard

This site is where all the structuring of the website happens. Here you get an overview of all the different 
sites we have on our website. If you have translated sites as well, there will be one for each language.

Adding new pages will have to be discussed with the website programmer and the team. 
You can add parts to the structure of the existing pages, add new paragraphs, change the pictures (hero 
pictures) and icons
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Website

PAGES – Edit Page

Example: Homepage
Here you see the hero pictures that are featured on the Homepage of the website. 
You can change them and change the short caption. Please be aware of our Cooperate Identity.  
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Website

Click to EDIT
or DELETE

PAGES – Edit Page

You can edit all texts and pictures.
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Website

PAGES – Edit Page

You can add links to the Icons that will lead to another page on the website. 
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PAGES – Edit Page

Examples: Fellows

You can add more pictures to the header.
This button always works for a adding more pieces of the same structure (Picture in this example.  
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OTHER
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OTHER OPTIONS

The pages in the box are pages for programming and formatting of the website which requires more training 
and is mostly done by our programmer. For changes you can not make yourself, please contact us. 
You can explore these pages if you’re interested but we are not meant to make changes there. 
The USER page might be interesting, all users who have access to this editing framework are listed there. 
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DIGRESSION: MULTISITE CONTENT COPIER
As we share a lot of the same content on our CEE-country-websites (Fellows, Team etc.), we have a 
tool to copy content to one other or all other sites. 
This tool is called Multisite Content Copier and is an option on the bottom of the POSTS, FELLOW, TEAM 
and PARTNER page.
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DIGRESSION: MULTISITE CONTENT COPIER
The Multisite Content Copier is closely linked with the language tool.

IMPORTANT: The language the post is saved in will determine on which website the post will be shown. 
It does not matter which language the post is actually written in. 

If you save the post in your language, for example “German”, it will only be shown on the Austrian 
website. You should have all posts in your language and in English as well. You can add translations 
by clicking on TRANSLATIONS in the LANGUAGE tool. 

For example: Our Fellow Profiles are all written in English.
We save them in “GERMAN” though so that they are 
visible on the Austrain Ashoka website. 
We save them in “ENGLISH” as well so that they are
visible on the english website as well. 
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Now: HOW TO SHARE POSTS 

1.  Save the Post / Profile etc. in ENGLISH by clicking UPDATE / PUBLISH. 

2.  Go to the Multisite Content Copier on the bottom of the page and 
choose one specific page or ALL SITES. You can choose your own 
country as well.

3.  Other countries can go to their dashboard of the category you have 
uploaded in (News, Fellows etc.). 

4.  They click on the post / profile and change the language to their own 
language (even if it is in English). The post will then show up on their 
country-website. 

5.  Countries can add translations in their mother-tongue by clicking 
translations.

DIGRESSION: MULTISITE CONTENT COPIER
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